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MEETING SUMMARY 
 

Groundfish Advisory Panel 
Webinar 

November 8, 2022 
 
The Groundfish Advisory Panel (GAP) met on November 8, 2022, via webinar to discuss: 1) Framework 
Adjustment 65/Specifications and Management Measures; 2) Possible 2023 Council Priorities; and 3) 
other businesses, as necessary. 
 
MEETING ATTENDANCE:  Ben Martens (Chair), Jackie Odell (Vice-Chair), Bonnie Brady, Gib Brogan, 
Cassie Canastra, David Goethel, Maggie Raymond, and Hank Soule; Dr. Jamie Cournane, Robin Frede, 
and Angela Forristall (NEFMC staff); Rick Bellavance (Groundfish Committee chair); Libby Etrie 
(Groundfish Committee vice-chair); Dan Salerno, Geoffrey Smith, Melanie Griffin, and Peter Whelan 
(Groundfish Committee members). 
 
In addition, 12 members of the public attended. Among them were: Dan Caless, Kyle Molton, and Liz 
Sullivan (Greater Atlantic Fisheries Regional Office (GARFO)); Glenn Chamberlain, Gabrielle Clardy, 
and Paul Nitschke (Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC)); Allison Lorenc and Gareth Lawson 
(Conservation Law Foundation); Sefatia Romeo Theken (Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department 
of Fish and Game Deputy Commissioner); Mary Hudson (Maine Coast Community Sector); and Chris 
Kellogg and Janice Plante (NEFMC staff). 
 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION:  Discussions were aided by the following documents and presentations: 
(1) Meeting Overview Memo from Groundfish Committee Chair and Agenda; 2) Presentation, Council 
Staff; 3a) Framework Adjustment 65 Draft Alternatives Outline; 3b) 2020 Fall Management Track 
Assessments for 13 Groundfish Stocks and EGB TRAC Status Report; 3ci) Memo from Groundfish PDT 
to SSC re witch flounder, ocean pout, and wolffish; 3cii) Memo from PDT to SSC re possible OFLs and 
ABCs for seven groundfish stocks; 3ciii) Memo from PDT to SSC re possible OFLs and ABCs for three 
groundfish stocks; 3d) Risk Policy Matrices for 14 Groundfish Stocks; 4) FY2021 Year-End Multispecies 
(Groundfish) Catch Report, GARFO; 5a) Groundfish Advisory Panel Meeting Summary, Aug 31, 2022; 
5b) Groundfish Committee Meeting Summary, Sept 15, 2022; 5c) Council Meeting Motions, Sept 26-29, 
2022; 6) Correspondence 
 
The meeting began at 9:30 a.m. 
 
KEY OUTCOMES: 
 

• The Groundfish Advisory Panel notes its extreme concern with the statement made in the 2022 
Management Track Peer Review Panel Report #4. “Reduction in Port sampling for individual 
lengths at age structures represents a significant threat to the stock assessment enterprise. NOAA 
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should decide whether it can return Port sampling to levels comparable with those achieved prior 
to 2019. If they cannot, they should increase catch sampling by observers (either ASM or 
NEFOP) to balance the loss of these data.” The Groundfish Advisory Panel advises the 
Groundfish Committee to recommend the Council write a letter to the NMFS emphasizing the 
critical need for this dataset and potential impacts to stock assessment models that rely upon 
lengths and age information.   

• The Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends the Groundfish Committee consider alternate 
specifications for Gulf of Maine haddock for 2023 to 2025 fishing year. Two recommendations 
for consideration:  

1. The Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends a modification to the control rule that 
would allow for an increase in the ABC.  

2. To eliminate the 5% management uncertainty buffer between the ABC and sub-ACL for 
the groundfish sector program due to the high levels of monitoring and stringent 
reporting requirements in place.  

• The Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends the Groundfish Committee consider alternate 
specifications for White Hake for 2023 to 2025 fishing year. Three recommendations for 
consideration:   

1. The Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends a modification to the ABC control rule that 
would allow for an increase from 70% Fmsy.   

2. To eliminate the 5% management uncertainty buffer between the ABC and sub-ACL for 
the groundfish sector program due to the high levels of monitoring and stringent 
reporting requirements in place.   

3. Conduct an updated sub-component analysis to potentially shift quota to the commercial 
component.  

• By consensus, the Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends to the Groundfish Committee these 
priorities for 2023 (which are unranked): 

o Examine modifications to the universal sector exemptions for redfish 
o Evaluate uncertainty in Georges Bank cod catch estimates and recommend how to use in 

recreational management 
o Re-examine mortality closures to allow for the ability for sector vessels to access these 

areas 

 
OPENING REMARKS 

Council staff noted there has been a delay in a few stock assessments and an additional GAP meeting has 
been scheduled for December 1st. An advisor expressed frustration that this is not the first time the 
turnaround between stock assessments and final action for a specifications framework has limited the time 
available to do sufficient analysis. They noted advisors were informed last year if final action was not 
taken at the December meeting specifications would not be in place by May 1st, and even with final action 
in December there was a delay. Staff explained the PDT and Committee are working to have clear 
alternatives and an abbreviated analysis complete by December, and some additional work will be done 
after the December Council meeting. Staff noted there is a Scientific and Statistical Committee (SSC) 
meeting advisors can attend and comment on stocks that are important to the fishery. Rick Bellavance 
(Council vice-chair) informed advisors this issue was raised at the Northeast Regional Coordinating 
Council (NRCC) meeting and he will bring it up again at the Executive Committee meeting. He expressed 
the concern raised by advisors is also a concern of the staff and Plan Development Team (PDT). 
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AGENDA ITEM #1: Framework Adjustment 65/Specifications and Management Measures, Dr. Cournane, 
Ms. Frede, and Ms. Forristall (NEFMC Staff) 

Council staff provided an overview of 2022 Council groundfish activities by quarter. Staff noted 
Amendment 23 implementation still has not occurred. A white paper analyzing ways to allocate Georges 
Bank (GB) cod to the recreational fishery is under development, but the cod research track working group 
is experiencing data delays that are impacting this work. The Council will select its final 2023 Council 
priorities at the December meeting. 

Council staff provided an overview of the fall management track assessments of 14 groundfish stocks and 
summarized the Groundfish PDT’s discussions regarding social and economic information and catch 
advice for 2023-2025 for each of these stocks. Council staff provided a preliminary summary of the SSC 
recommendations for 2023-2025 specifications for the 11 stocks that have been reviewed by the SSC.  

Questions and Comments on the Presentation: 

Witch flounder: 
An advisor noted it would be helpful to include the history of why the assessment model was rejected and 
the reasons that have resulted in an empirical area-swept model being used in the risk policy matrix for 
witch flounder. They noted concerns at the time included aging of the fish and market categories and the 
large retrospective pattern prior to the sector program. They also noted there were no trip limits or 
management restrictions for witch flounder prior to the sector program.  
 
Another advisor noted there is virtually no port sampling and it is difficult to get accurate size 
compositions of the catch of witch flounder. They stated the large 2013 year class has entered the fishery 
and the primary market size is the smaller category because this year class is likely experiencing density-
dependent growth issues. 
 
Atlantic wolffish: 
An advisor asked if the SSC or PDT had discussions about the lack of detection of wolffish in the trawl 
surveys, and if this might be a result of fish not being present at the time of the survey rather than a lack 
of fish. Staff explained the stock assessment scientist for wolffish has done an initial analysis to see if one 
of the longline surveys could be appropriate for this stock. Staff noted this stock was ranked as a Level 1 
stock, and additional survey information could be included in a future management track assessment if it 
was elevated to a Level 3 stock. 
 
An advisor noted the 8% mortality rate for wolffish might not be realistic. They stated wolffish have a 
100% survival in catch and release but have 100% mortality when observers are on board because 
wolffish are typically placed in a basket and not measured until after it has died. They expressed that the 
higher percentage of observed trips there are, the higher the mortality rate will be. 
 
Georges Bank winter flounder: 
An advisor highlighted a discussion that occurred at the SSC meeting about the inter-sector annual catch 
entitlement (ACE) lease prices. They noted there were high lease prices at the start of the fishing year not 
only because of the seasonality of catch but also because sectors were fishing under default specifications.  
 
Gulf of Maine winter flounder:  
An advisor noted access to GOM winter flounder is restricted by the timing of the seasonal cod protection 
closures and the increase in fixed-gear present in areas where the stock has historically been caught.  
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Halibut: 
Staff clarified when accountability measures (AMs) would be implemented if there was an overage of the 
halibut ABC. Since the final catch estimates for FY2022 are not available until 2023, an overage in the 
FY2022 ABC would result in AMs being implemented in FY2024. They noted AMs prohibit all federal 
permit holders (not just groundfish) from possession of halibut and time/area gear-based closures are put 
into place.  
 
An advisor pointed out that the combined US and Canadian catch in recent years is higher than what is 
being proposed as an ABC for FY2023-2025 so an overage would not be surprising. They expressed a 
trawl closure on the northern edge of Georges Bank would have significant impacts on the fishery. Staff 
noted the PDT will be looking at Canadian landings to track if they are continuing to increase and will try 
to reach Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) for any indication as to what catch might be 
in 2023. Another advisor expressed halibut should be managed as a transboundary stock since tagging 
studies indicate halibut move across broad regions of the northwest Atlantic, and stated halibut should be 
considered for transboundary management if the US wants to move beyond one-fish-per-trip 
management.  
 
Public Comment: 

• Geoffrey Smith asked what the management implications of the increase in Canadian catch of 
halibut would be. He wondered if increased catch could be a sign the stock is doing better than 
anticipated. Staff noted the increase in catch is a relatively small amount of what the overall 
Canadian catch of halibut is. At the recent Transboundary Management Guidance Committee 
(TMGC) meeting, US members were informed Canadian fishermen targeting halibut can trade 
haddock for halibut with the mobile gear sector. They are waiting to talk to DFO staff to know 
more about what caused the increase in catch. 

 
Gulf of Maine haddock: 
An advisor asked if the mid-water trawl fleet is fully utilizing their allocation of GOM haddock. Another 
advisor asked about the portion that is allocated to the recreational fishery. Staff explained catch by the 
mid-water trawl fleet has been low. The GOM cod and haddock recreational allocation was updated 
recently and apportions roughly 1/3 of the ABC to the recreational fishery and 2/3 to the commercial 
fishery. The advisor noted it would be helpful to know ahead of time if the recreational fishery is not 
catching all of its allocation. 

Multiple advisors expressed frustration about the large swings in quota for haddock. The haddock limits 
have been high in recent years and there have been huge investments made by the industry to better target 
the species. They also noted the swing from high quotas to low quotas may result in a negative public 
perception – that fishermen drove the stocks down – even though the quota has not been fully utilized. 
One expressed concern that the recreational bag limit just increased from 15-20 in August based 
upon a much higher biomass assumption than what is presently reported by the September 2022 
update. They referenced the concerns surrounding GOM haddock at the start of the sector program, but 
when the 2013 year-class recruited into the fishery Emergency Action was required to relax stringent 
quotas. Advisors expressed strategies to handle these large swings could be addressed when looking at 
modifications to the groundfish ABC control rules. 

An advisor noted the large 2010 and 2013 year classes are aging out without ever reaching the large 
market category. They also noted that as fish get larger they re-distribute so it is difficult to know if the 
perceived rapid decline is actually tracking a decline in fish or if larger fish are moving out of the survey 
areas.  
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Advisors expressed frustration that specifications will be in place from 2023-2025, but the surveys 
indicate the 2020 year class may be substantial. The 2020 year class will recruit into the fishery before the 
end of the specifications cycle but it is not currently being taken into account and advisors felt this will 
result in missed fishing opportunities.  

PUBLIC COMMENT: 
• Libby Etrie (Groundfish Committee vice-chair) asked if GOM cod recreational measures will be 

made more restrictive in order to constrain the recreational catch of GOM haddock. Staff noted 
they are unsure at this time, but the plan is to present all up-to-date recreational catch information 
from the current fishing year at the upcoming recreational advisory panel (RAP) meeting. Work on 
recreational measures will begin in January. If the current recreational measures in place are not 
expected to keep catch under the c2023 sub-ACLs, NEFSC staff will examine options for haddock 
or haddock and cod measures that are more restrictive. 

Pollock: 
An advisor noted there are large amounts of pollock in closed areas that are only accessible to the 
recreational fishery. They noted pollock descend to the ocean floor when the tide changes for only a small 
amount of time and then move back up into the water column. This results in episodic catch – there can 
be large amounts of pollock present and then none 20 minutes later.  
 
White hake:  
An advisor asked if a percentage higher than 70%FMSY could be used by the SSC when recommending an 
ABC for white hake. Staff explained 70%FMSY is the rebuilding target so it is unlikely the SSC could 
adjust this without consulting the Council. Another asked if the PDT could do projections at 75%FMSY. 
Staff stated the PDT can run different projections, but an ABC set at 75%FMSY would not be following the 
Council’s control rule. Paul Nitschke (NEFSC) explained that rebuilding projections are conducted by 
fixing Frebuild at a lower level instead of trying to hit a specific biomass target. He noted the short-term 
projections used to set catch advice for white hake use a shorter recruitment time series than the 
biological reference points (BRPs) used in the rebuilding plan, and the stock cannot rebuild when using 
the shorter time series. 
 
There were many concerns about the impacts a potential reduction in white hake ABC would have on the 
fishery. Advisors referenced the high utilization of the stock, noted every pound of allocation matters, and 
expressed it is nearly impossible to try to lease white hake ACE. Advisors also commented on the large 
quantities of white hake being found inshore. They noted reductions in the white hake ABC will not only 
impact the leasing market but the ability to catch other stocks. An advisor shared the lease price for white 
hake is higher than what boats are getting paid for it at the docks, but quota is necessary in order to catch 
other species (including redfish, pollock, haddock, and monkfish) so boats are losing money on every 
pound of white hake they land. 
 
An advisor asked if quota allocated to sub-components that is not fully utilized could be redistributed to 
the commercial fishery, such as the whiting fishery north of Cape Cod. Staff stated the PDT will be doing 
a preliminary review of the 3-year average of subcomponent catch, but this work has not started yet. Staff 
also explained there is a small reduction in the ABC to account for Canadian catch and around 30-40 mt 
set aside for other sub-components. A 5% management uncertainty buffer is applied to the remaining 
ABC, and that results in the commercial sub-ACL.  
 
1. MOTION: ODELL/RAYMOND 

The Groundfish Advisory Panel notes its extreme concern with the statement made in the 2022 
Management Track Peer Review Panel Report #4. “Reduction in Port sampling for individual 
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lengths at age structures represents a significant threat to the stock assessment enterprise. NOAA 
should decide whether it can return Port sampling to levels comparable with those achieved prior 
to 2019. If they cannot, they should increase catch sampling by observers (either ASM or 
NEFOP) to balance the loss of these data.” The Groundfish Advisory Panel advises the 
Groundfish Committee to recommend the Council write a letter to the NMFS emphasizing the 
critical need for this dataset and potential impacts to stock assessment models that rely upon 
lengths and age information.   

 
Rationale: There have been numerous discussions over the years that there is not adequate length-at-age 
information available for many stocks. This information is critical for many stock assessments and 
underpins biomass estimates and rebuilding projections.  

 
Discussion on the Motion:   
An advisor noted the federal government and NOAA have just received extra funds which should be 
allocated to ensure this information is collected. They also stated at-sea monitors (ASM) and observers 
should collect length-at-age and weight information. Another advisor noted there will have to be a 
discussion about who will cover portside sampling when NOAA is no longer covering the expenses of the 
industry-funded monitoring (IFM) program. 
 
MOTION #1 CARRIED BY CONSENT AND WITHOUT OBJECTION. 
 
 
2. MOTION: ODELL/GOETHEL 

The GAP recommends the GF Committee consider alternate specifications for Gulf of Maine 
haddock for 2023 to 2025 fishing year. Two recommendations for consideration:  

1. The GAP recommends a modification to the control rule that would allow for an increase 
in the ABC.  
2. To eliminate the 5% management uncertainty buffer between the ABC and sub-ACL for 
the groundfish sector program due to the high levels of monitoring and stringent reporting 
requirements in place.  

 
Rationale:  
GOM haddock has been a critical stock for the GOM commercial fishery over the recent years. The recent 
stock assessment update has significantly reversed the scientific advice for this stock. Over the years, the 
groundfish advisors have raised concern over the drastic changes in stock assessment advice that can 
occur from one assessment to the next. This creates an instability that has long-term impacts to the 
fishery. There is early indication of a strong 2020-year class which will be recruited into the fishery as 
these revised catch limits go into place. Again, impacting lease prices and catch of other groundfish 
stocks. Need to learn from past circumstances with GOM haddock, which was a constraining stock in the 
sector program and then experienced a high 2013 year class. High levels of monitoring are in place in the 
GF Sector program. This is the time to eliminate additional layers of precaution to lesson management 
impacts of inconsistent catch advice. 
  
The process for evaluating management uncertainty buffers includes consideration of the following 
elements: 1) enforceability of management measures, 2) monitoring adequacy (including timeliness, 
completeness, and accuracy of monitoring data), 3) precision, 4) latent effort, and 5) other fishery catch. 
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Discussion on the Motion:   
Advisors expressed discomfort with the quota change model (QCM) results for GOM haddock and 
observed it takes the model a number of years to stabilize after large year classes recruit into the fishery. 
One advisor noted that GOM haddock was leasing for around $1/lb in 2014. 
 
MOTION #2 CARRIED BY CONSENT AND WITHOUT OBJECTION. 
 
 
3. MOTION: ODELL/CANASTRA 

The Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends the Groundfish Committee consider alternate 
specifications for White Hake for 2023 to 2025 fishing year. Three recommendations for 
consideration:   

1. The Groundfish Advisory Panel recommends a modification to the ABC control rule 
that would allow for an increase from 70% Fmsy.   

2. To eliminate the 5% management uncertainty buffer between the ABC and sub-ACL for 
the groundfish sector program due to the high levels of monitoring and stringent 
reporting requirements in place.   

3. Conduct an updated sub-component analysis to potentially shift quota to the commercial 
component.  

 

Rationale: White hake has been and continues to be a highly utilized stock in the groundfish sector 
program. The fishery today is being heavily constrained by the ability to not avoid white hake as bycatch. 
There is a high level of availability of white hake throughout the deep-water fisheries (redfish, pollock, 
haddock, monkfish) as well as inshore, which is impacting the availability of white hake for lease as well 
as lease prices. The fishery interactions and availability of the stock, which impact the ability to fish for 
harvest other allocated stocks, warrant a new consideration for white hake that allows for an increased 
level of risk above 70% FMSY. The stock is at 69% of SSBMSY in 2021. 

Discussion on the Motion:   
One advisor expressed discomfort with the motion since, unlike haddock, there is no indication of an 
incoming large year class. The maker of the motion noted that once the sub-component and Canadian 
catch is removed from the ABC, the remaining sub-ACL will make it difficult to have a viable fishery for 
stocks that are encountered with white hake. They expressed any amount above 70%FMSY would be 
helpful and stated the biological impacts would be minimal but the economic benefits would be great. 
 
An advisor expressed setting quotas for three years for this stock creates problems. They noted an 
increase in the ABC still would not likely help with the issue of high ACE lease prices, but would at least 
enable boats to fish longer. Staff noted that the catch of white hake in the ‘state’ and ‘other fisheries’ 
component was around 11.5 mt in 2021, and this value includes recreational catch.  
 
MOTION #3 CARRIED 5-0-0. 
 
An advisor asked if the PDT has been tasked with any specific work from the Committee pertaining to 
additional measures to promote stock rebuilding for GOM and GB cod. Staff noted there have been a few 
motions but no formal tasking. The PDT will begin a draft and present it to the Committee for feedback.  
 
Advisors discussed a motion1 that failed at the September Committee meeting. Advisors expressed there 
is no need for additional cod closures and no closures to protect spawning cod should be implemented 

 
1 See motion 3: https://s3.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/nefmc.org/220915_Groundfish_Committee_FINAL-
motions.pdf 
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until the cod stock boundaries are updated. They noted the motion was only looking at statistical areas 
511-514 and ignoring areas off Rhode Island and the Great South Channel. One advisor expressed 
frustration that the PDT has not received specific tasking and concern that this will result in additional 
blanket closures. Staff re-emphasized that the motion failed, and the PDT will not be bringing forward 
any analysis on additional closure areas at the next Committee meeting.  
 
AGENDA ITEM #2: Possible 2023 Council priorities, Dr. Cournane (NEFMC Staff) 
 
Council staff shared the list of possible 2023 Council priorities and asked the GAP to select three or four 
that they consider are the most important. Staff noted the list is not ranked.  
 
Questions and Comments on the Presentation: 
 
Advisors reaffirmed the need to Examine modifications to the universal sector exemption for redfish. 
They asked if work on allocating GB cod to the recreational fishery is already underway, and staff stated 
a white paper is in development but no approaches have been formally selected. Advisors expressed 
Evaluate uncertainty in Georges Bank cod catch estimates and recommend how to use in recreational 
management should be emphasized. 
 
An advisor asked if more priorities can be done next year now that scallop leasing is off the table. Staff 
explained the Scallop AP and Committee are going through the same exercise and there are a number of 
items under potential scallop priorities.  
 
An advisor asked if the priority: Develop measures to reduce gillnet interactions with protected species 
(sturgeon, large whales) refers to the work being conducted by the Take Reduction Team and the recent 
requirement to reduce sturgeon bycatch. Staff explained this potential priority is listed under all impacted 
fishery management plans (FMPs). There is a potential that reductions in gillnet interactions would be 
addressed in an omnibus amendment, but that has not been formally discussed at this time.   
 
An advisor asked if work developing metrics to evaluate the monitoring system, per Amendment 23, is 
necessary to have on the list for 2023 since the amendment has not been implemented yet. Staff explained 
this is a multi-year priority, and there is a regulatory requirement to do a review after two full years of the 
program being in place. Libby Etrie (Groundfish Committee vice-chair) noted NOAA Fisheries is trying 
to have Amendment 23 implemented by the end of 2022.  
 
Advisors discussed a priority that would allow groundfish fishermen to access closed areas if they have 
higher levels of monitoring. They emphasized this would not apply to spawning or habitat closures (W 
GOM and Cashes Ledge), but to areas closed to reduce mortality like the rolling GOM cod protection 
closures2. They discussed if this would be better to do through sector exemptions, but it was noted this 
cannot be done through an exemption but an exempted fishing permit (EFP). An advisor asked if a 
pathway to allow this would be through the sector review process, and staff noted they can check this. 
Advisors noted the percentage of coverage that qualifies as ‘high coverage’ would need to be specified.   
  
The GAP added an additional potential priority for consideration, by consensus:  

• Re-examine mortality closures to allow for the ability for sector vessels to access these areas. 
 

The GAP meeting adjourned at approximately 1:56 p.m. 

 
2 https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/new-england-mid-atlantic/commercial-fishing/northeast-multispecies-closed-area-
regulations-gulf 
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